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Outstanding Administrator: Brent Belveal

standing
Administrator
award.
Belveal was nominated by Isaac
Andrew, SAHS’s band educator.
The Oregon Music Educators
Outstanding Administrator award is
for administrators who protect and
promote music education in Oregon.
Andrew nominated Belveal simply
for the amazing leadership he has

shown his staff by taking control of the
rebuilding of SAHS’ cafeteria, which
contained the choir and band rooms.
“In April of 2014, an arson set fire
to building nine on the South Albany
campus ending in the complete
destruction of the band and choir
rooms, cafeteria, foods, and family
sciences classrooms. Throughout the
arduous and frustrating process of
insurance claims, Brent consistently
made sure that the teachers who
lost their classrooms were getting
the absolute maximum amount
of money through our insurance
company. He also made sure we
knew the procedure for getting lost
materials and equipment replaced.
The entire rebuilding effort was quite
the process as well,” stated Andrew.
Belveal took account to prices
and teacher’s needs for their
classrooms
very
sincerely.
“Brent represented Brett DeYoung
[SAHS choir director] and myself,
along with the other stakeholding
teachers, very vigorously to the
District Office, architecture firm, and
general contractor. To the best of his

“My mom had told me about the
Women’s March, and we both are
really passionate feminists, so we
both decided to go,” said Gabensky.
The event held in Eugene had
more than 7,000 participants, and
began on the steps of the Wayne
Morse Courthouse. Protesters took
over the streets with signs, a wave
of pink hats, and victorious chants.
“We got there at 10:30 a.m. and
stayed around for a good five hours.
In my opinion, the event was so fun!
There were tons of different people
with witty, fun signs; although we
got poured on by the rain the whole
time, it was an empowering time
spent,” Gabensky explains. The
reason behind these rallies happening
around the world was to stand up and
be heard with the voices of hundreds.
“The event was really important to
me because I know what homophobia
and sexism can do to a person. My
voice needs to be heard not only on
those subjects, but also for racism,
ableism, [and] Islamophobia because
discrimination is never okay. So,
I am slowly but surely taking a
stand,”
Gabensky
commented.
Marching was important not only
to the protesters, but also to the locals
nearby. The crowd gave a voice and
a crucial understanding to women
and human rights. The protest was
not only planned for a day after

President Trump’s inauguration, but
it was also a way for people to send
out their messages; important ones
about basic human rights still being
human rights. This means equal
rights for everyone regardless of race,
ethnicity, religion, sexual identity,
gender expression, age, disability, etc.
“When we all come together to
fight against discrimination, we
cannot be silenced. The banding we
[the participants] have when we’re
with one another is empowering.
For example, when we would do
chants, I would yell out loudly
causing other women to partake and
join me because empowered women
have the power to influence other
women,” Gabensky commented.
This protest was a game-changer
and forever will be remembered
as a greatly organized and widelypopulated
cultural
movement
that carpeted every news outlet
because of its victorious action.
Gabensy said, “The Women’s
March was meant as a way for using
our voices to fight and stand up for
what is right for those that aren’t as
privileged. Our ‘minorities’ need
to be heard because their voices
are equally as important. I would
absolutely love to do something
like this again in a heartbeat. It was
cool knowing that I am participating
in the making of history.”

SAHS principal Brent Belveal recieved a plaque for his achievment.

SAVANNAH PALMER

January 12th, 2017 was a proud
moment in Rebel history as South
Albany High School’s principal,
Brent Belveal, was awarded with
the Oregon Music Educators Out-

Women’s March

SAMANTHA CHAVARRIA

Saturday, January 21: a day of
possible history in the making.
From the east coast to the west, the
streets were filled with protesters
starting something called the
“Women’s March.” In the U.S.
alone, the vast majority of big
cities had locals peacefully taking
a stand for the support of women’s
rights; advocating not for only
for their basic human rights, but
for equality among everyone by
sending out the prime message to
the new head in office, President
Donald J. Trump, of not letting
citizens’ civil rights be forgotten.
The Women's March began as a
grassroots movement on Facebook.
A call for a march in Washington
was to tak place a day after
President Trump’s inauguration.
Sooner or later, the responses to
this event skyrocketed, but not
just in D.C. More than two million
people around the world rallied up
for the largest protest in history.
South Albany High School
student Jade Gabensky, senior,
was amongst the crowd itself on a
Saturday evening in Eugene, Oregon.

ability he fought to ensure that our
ideas and input were valued, heard
and heeded. Much of what the choir
director and I advocated for were put
into the final construction designs at
his insistence,” commented Andrews.
“It was a complete surprise to
me when Mr. Andrew came in and
congratulated me for being selected.
This specific award is given to
one administrator in the state that
has done the most for the music
programs and students. Mr. DeYoung
and Mr. Andrew indicated in their
nomination that I had fought for our
programs both immediately after the
fire and throughout the rebuilding
process to make sure that we had
the absolute best we could for our
students,” then proceeded with,
“Mr. DeYoung and Mr. Andrew
felt like I supported their programs
and their students in an effective
and passionate way,” said Belveal.
In acceptance of the award, there
was a banquet hosted in Eugene
that Belveal and his wife, Candy
Belveal, attended in which they were
able to hear Andrew and DeYoung

Albany Carousel


SAT Test Dates

ACT Test Dates

- January 21, 2017
- March 11, 2017
- May 6, 2017
- June 3, 2017

- February 11, 2017
- April 8, 2017
- June 10, 2017

speak on their behalf as to why they
nominated Belveal for the award.
“Each year, the music teachers
association from the state holds a
conference for all music teachers in
the state and on the last night, they
have a large banquet where several
awards are presented including the
Administrator of the Year award.
The banquet was held at the Hilton
Hotel in Eugene on Saturday,
January 14th,” said Belveal.
“I got to sit with all the music teachers
from Albany and then hear some of the
very nice comments that Mr. Andrew
and Mr. DeYoung included on their
nomination. I received a plaque and
as a representative of our school,
heard lots of positive things about
our program and how people around
the state were impressed by how our
students and our school handled the
fire and how well we recovered and
made the best out of a bad situation.
My wife was able to attend the
banquet with me and it’s always nice
for those I love to feel connected to
our school and our students through
this type of event,” stated Belveal.

A display of some of the carousel’s animals. Photo credit: Sara Eldredge.

SAHS STUDENT
SARA ELDREDGE

The Albany Carousel Museum began
its long journey in 2003. It expanded
in 2007 and moved to downtown
Albany with a goal of raising the
necessary amount of money to
display the carousel and provide fun
for both young and old members
of the community. As a non-profit,
they have now reached over 150,000
hours of community service from
volunteers. Anyone 14 and older can
join, no talent or knowledge needed
like said from the group’s website.
This project was made a reality
with over 52 animals ranging from
a pheasant to a unicorn and even
the Quagga: a species of zebra that
became extinct in the 1880s according
to albanycarousel.com. Originally,
there were only 32 animals being
made before the Dentzel Carousel
Corporation (1909) donated an
antique mechanism (taking 10 years to
restore). With the generous donation,
the project grew resulting in more
animals. Speaking of the animals,
each one goes through a long process.
First a sponsor meets with an artist
and the head carver, Jake Giles, to
decide the animal. After that, the artist

can draw a concept piece with all the
reasonable requests to make each
animal unique. With the concept art,
softer woods can be cut into a rough
shape to be drilled and glued together.
There is even a secret time capsule
being stored inside the animal’s
back with whatever the sponsor
may choose. After this, the fun part
begins: a carver chooses to start work
on the animal and slowly shape it
with tools. Tools can range from sand
paper to Chip Carving Knives; even
dentist tools for detail. Usually one
carver does the main work, though
depending on the animal, more than
one person can work on it. Any extra
hours spent on each animal makes it
more special. When the animal has
been sanded and final details added,
it moves to the next step: painting or
“stippling” as it’s called according
to “Getting Involved.” This is a long
process lead by head painter Gwenn
Marchese with each animal taking
up to 6 or more months to cure, due
to layers of oil paint. Even after they
finish with oil paint, the clear top
coat can take just as long to cure.
With hundreds of people, time, and
love, the Albany Carousel is a magical
place for everyone to enjoy along with
many ways to further learn about the
process, carvers, and Dentzel family.
Do not forget to make the memory
last with a visit to the gift shop.
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Behind the Scenes

As you're reading the newspaper,
and looking at this column RIGHT
NOW, I’m writing it. I’m Brenda
Lopez and I’m a part of the South
Albany Newspaper staff, The Sentry.
All the magic starts here at The Pub,
(the little room in the back of 306).
The Pub is basically all of the publication students’ home on campus.
Of course, our audience reads
our articles and know the name of
the person who wrote it, BUT do
they REALLY know the person
who wrote it? The three people that
we couldn’t run the whole show
without include Ms. Farver, Abby
Slanga, and Ramon Hernandez.
Farver is our publications adviser;
she makes sure this the newspaper
gets published and/or printed. Abby
and Ramon are our editor's. Abby
is a senior who writes loud and interesting articles that grab your attention, meanwhile being the sweetest and quietest person you'll ever
encounter. Ramon always makes
sure he reviews the latest movie,
and doesn't forget a single detail, of
course, with some spoilers alerts,
but not without warning the audience. Both of our editors together
make sure everyone has something
to write about and push us to be on
time with our deadlines (we normally
aren’t, but we get it done eventually).
In the pub, on the average day, you
can walk in and see the same three
people sitting on the same old couch
in front of computers. Juniors Samantha Chavarria, Tanner Hodgson, and
Savannah Palmer. Next to Savannah
is Kylie Luther. We always tend to
sit at the same computers, every day.
We don’t have assigned seating arrangements, but we just like writing
next to each other. Samantha always
brings the latest conspiracy theory to

BRENDA LOPEZ

the newspaper, and where would we
be without Tanner’s latest technology article? Someone has to cover
the news, and who better to do it than
the most intellectual person ever: Savannah. Not to mention, Savannah is
our tops salesman for ad sales. She
kills the selling game. Kylie brings
her most down to earth by writing
factual articles without giving her
opinion completely. On Samantha's
side, I sit and hide in the corner to
write my articles and columns that
are normally always beauty and
health related. I love writing about
the latest makeup news, and that's
what makes newspaper so enjoyable;
you can write about what you LOVE.
The side next to the couch, we have
Drew Mayfield. Drew is KNOWN
for his hilarious writing. Drew enjoys
writing Guy Fieri fanfiction, exposing teachers, and reviewing top video
games. Drew is one half of the dynamic duo with Elisabeth Chilcote.
Elisabeth always features a different
person in the SAHS community. You
don't see those two bundles of fun

apart; not even when they need to
step out of class to go to the restroom.
Ever wonder who writes for our
sports section in the Newspaper?
It's no other than Logan Thomas.
He's really the only one who takes
an interest in writing about the
most recent sporting events and
he's great at it too; almost as great
as he is at delivering our interview
passes with a smile on his face.
Rocío Miranda and Carla Sanchez
are two of the four seniors in our
newspaper staff. They're excited to
graduate while writing about high
school royalty and 9/11 happenings, respectively. They’re quite the
catch and super fun to be around. If
you hear some kind of funny imitation voice coming from The Pub, it's
probably Carla. Brittany Beck is our
third senior who can't wait to endure
life out of high school, but will hopefully miss writing for The Sentry.
Our editors can always count on Brittany to be on time with her interesting, factual articles and then some.
Lastly, who could forget about
our lovely sophomores: Tilly Kaiser
and Hailey Wall. Tilly writes and
draws some of the most magnificent pieces in our issues. Then, we
have our hardworking Hailey, who
makes sure our Talk-Back Back-Talk
section gets done and done well.
Both of these sophomores together
make great friends in The Pub and
you will always see them together.
Here in The Pub, we are like a great
big family. We are super loud and can
always count on one another when
we're stuck. If it weren't for each and
everyone of these lovely writers, our
school newspaper wouldn't be what
it is, the greatest. I appreciate everyone who helps The Sentry issues
come to life and I hope you do too.

NBA Super League

LOGAN THOMAS

Over the summer, the Golden
State Warriors signed one of the best
players in the world and country:
Kevin Durant. The Warriors was able
to hire Durant because he decided
to be a free agent. He signed with a
team that had an overall record of
73-9 in the regular season and they
also blew a 3-1 lead in the national
basketball association
Finals
with the Cleveland Cavaliers. This
team is a known as a super team.
What is a super team? It is
when a few of the best players
in the NBA join a team to play
with each other to try and win a
couple of championships together.
The throwback team who really
started super teams was the Los
Angeles Lakers in 1984-1985.
They had legendary players like
Magic Johnson and Kareem AbdulJabbar. During the 80’s the Lakers
got the name “Showtime Lakers”
because of how excited audiences
were while watching them play
and winning NBA championships.
After the Lakers, the next legit
team was 1995-1996 Seattle
SuperSonics, that team had Gary

Payton and Shawn Kemp. The had
a record of 64-18 and reached the
NBA Finals, but unfortunately the
ran into the Bulls: Michael Jordan.
The super team trend stopped for
awhile, until 2008 when Kevin
Garnett and Ray Allen joined
Paul Pierce in Boston to form the
“Boston three party.” That team was
a huge threat in east for two years.
This next team is blamed for the
Golden State Warriors teaming
up. When LeBron James left for
Cleveland, the first time in 2010, to
join the Miami Heat, he joined the
team with players such as Dwyane
Wade and Chris Bosh. Together so
they could beat the Boston celtics.
Now in 2017, the whole idea of
a superteam has moved down in
the college level, so it is easier for
players to win a championship.
In the NBA, as of right now, the
league almost had three super teams;
however, the Knicks found a way
to be a disappointment. The reason
why the Knicks are a disappointment
is because they added former MVP
Derrick Rose and former defensive
player Joakim Noah. They also
have a great young player in
Kristaps Porzingis and don’t forget
about the star Carmelo Anthony.

The second superteam is the Cavs.
They have LeBron James, Kyrie
Irving, and Kevin Love. This team
was put together three years ago, when
Lebron decided to return back to the
Cavs and try to win a championship.
When it comes to super teams
not all of them are successful; one
team that never got it together
was the 2012-2013 La Lakers.
They signed Dwight Howard and
Steve Nash to join Kobe Bryant.
Another failed Laker team was
the 2003-2004 squad that had Karl
Malone, Shaq, Kobe, and Gary
Payton. This team had so much
potential that it was crazy, but the
reason they didn’t win it all was
because of the Detroit Pistons that year.
The Pistons team is easily forgotten
about because of the year. The team
went back to the “Detroit Bad Boy’’
mindset from the late 80’s and early
90’s. Detroit had two great big men that
were great on defense in Ben Wallace
and Rasheed Wallace. Then they had
Chauncey Billups that took the big
shots that were needed in the clutch.
Now just because a team adds
great players, to make a super
team, doesn’t mean that they’ll go
undefeated and win the championship
like fans think they would.
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Alternate
Universes:
All About Fanfic
COMMENTARY BY
CARLA SANCHEZ

Websites such as Wattpad, Archive
of Our Own, Tumblr, and FanFiction.
Net serve as a way for people to be able
to express their ideas, imagination,
and creativity to their most cherished
movie, T.V. series, book, or other
type of fictional entertainment. They
are works that have been altered
to allow a fan’s imagination to run
wild; often completely changing
the original writer’s piece of work.
In 2013, 27 year old Anna Todd
released her first chapter of her
fanfiction “After” on Wattpad.
It later became one of most read
fanfiction of the year; having 1.23
million followers. Shortly after,
the book gained an estimate of
about 409 million reads. “After”
became an internet sensation within
the fanfiction community for both
mature and young adults. It is a One
Direction fanfiction series where a
girl named Tessa Young meets Harry
Styles in college. Young becomes
interested in Styles who is depicted
as a bad boy with a dark past.
However, this particular fanfiction
contains content where it is suggested
a reader must be over the age of 18.
The events throughout the book
are all fictional, yet related to real
life situations and could affect how

a person views certain situations.
Stephen Downes explained in
“What is Fanfiction?” for The Journal
how fanfiction can hurt young people
by the false representation of real life
events. It separates people from their
own life and into the virtual life. While
the brain continues to develop until a
person’s late 20s or early 30s, what
they read could influence the way
they think or how to handle similar
situations (such as romance) that are
commonly brought up in fanfiction. It
can affect the readers depending on
their age as well as change the way
they would usually react to situations
based on the book they are reading.
Some fanfictions create different
personalities and personas towards
people who are well known in society
such as One Direction in “After.”
Todd uses the band members’ names
and appearances, but gives each boy
their own personality based on how
she wants the reader to perceive them
and the direction (no pun intended) of
where the plot is heading. Styles, in
real life, is a soon-to-be Hollywood
star who does not attend college
parties and spends a lot of one-on-one
time with several different woman.
Mike Fleming Jr. wrote in an article
(“‘After’ Movie: Paramount Acquires
Rights To Wattpad Book By Anna
Todd”) for Deadline that Paramount
Pictures has acquired the screen
rights to “After;” already assigning
its producers and screenwriters.



What Would
Happen...

TANNER HODGSON

Have you ever just sat and thought
about what life would be like if we
didn’t have World War I or World
War II? What if John F. Kennedy was
still alive? Or if 9/11 never happened?
After pondering all these thoughts,
I started playing images through my
head and asked Ethan Faulkner, 11,
what he thought about all this and we
started having a deep conversation.
We talked about, if Kennedy
was alive, how he would have ran
America and if it would have changed
how America was today. If he would
have had continued to try and stop
the spread of nuclear weapons. How
would the world be if we didn’t
have nuclear weapons? Just thinking

about it makes the world seem like
a happier place. No threats to other
countries or from other countries.
Then we talked about if the Cold
War didn’t happen. How would it
have turned out if we were allies
with Russia instead of having a
complicated relationship? Would we
have other enemies at all? Would
JFK bring peace to other places?
There are a bunch of questions to be
asked, but no real answers to give.
Then I pondered the idea of
Pearl Harbor and how we could
have changed the circumstances
of the tragic event. According to
newworldencyclopedia.org,
the
commanders were “relieved from
their commands” because they were
“accused of dereliction of duty.” So
the commanding officer, Husband
E. Kimmel, in Pearl Harbor walked
outside when the attack was going
on and just ripped off his stars on his
shoulders. He knew his career was
over right then and there. The guy
in charge of watching the radar saw
a large amount of blips on the radar
and thought it was a “shipment from
California,” said South Albany High
School teacher, Steve Hummer. So
the guy pretty much just shook off,
for a lack of a better term, that a
huge fleet of Japanese planes were on
their way to go and destroy all of the
battleships they could drop bombs on.
After the attack on Pearl Harbor, the
Japanese were on their way to destroy
the naval base in the Philippines.
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My Music
Journey

BRITTANY BECK

“Every storm runs, runs out of
rain just like every dark night
turns into day. Every heartache
will fade away, just like every
storm runs, runs out of rain.”
This is “Every Storm” by Gary
Allen. It was one of my favorite
country songs when I was younger.
I grew up on country music because
that is what most of my family
listened to. I was around this type of
music a lot, so naturally I gravitated
towards it. It was not until around
eighth grade when I started venturing
out into other music genres to seek out
some new, gnarly tunes to listen to.
At first it was popular pop songs.
I followed the crowd when it came
to music. Then came the alternative
genre; mostly bands like Fall Out
Boy and Paramore. Even though I
liked this music more than country,
it was not what I was looking for.
This led me to a long search for
the perfect band to jam to. It took a
while, but I found it. Alas, the group
that would change it all: Set It Off.
Their first song I heard was titled
“Why Worry,” and I had that on
repeat for weeks. This song was
good for me, especially at the time
I heard it, because I worried about
everything. I was concerned about

the smallest details that the average
person would just brush off their
shoulder. But this song made me
think and feel differently about
things. There is a few lyrics in
particular that have helped me think
more positively. One of these lyrics
is, “This sinking feeling sets, it feels
just like a hole inside your chest-You’re feeling like you’re trapped but
that’s how you react when you cannot
see the light but try and see the light.”
One other lyric that has helped me
is “Why? Just tell me why do we
worry. When worry is never helping,
tell me why? Why worry at all.”
I soon discovered more music
by them and fell in love with their
unique sound. I’d never heard music
so unique as theirs. Their music is
pop smashed together with rock. A
hint of punk with just a splash of hip
hop. This was what I was looking for.
October 7, 2016 was when Set It
Off released their album “Upside
Down.” The songs on that record
have such a positive message and
really had an impact on me and
the way I view things in my life.
Soon I would find others that
captured my attention and had me
listening to it on repeat as well.
Artists like Mouth’s Cradle, Melanie
Martinez, Glass Animals, Normandie,
and yes, Set It Off are the majority of
what I listen to currently, but I am
always on the lookout for new music.



Writing Tips
from Yours Truly

DREW MAYFIELD

Well, well, well; you wanna be
a creative writer? You don’t need
much actually. Basically, all you
need is incredibly good looks. I
know what you must be thinking:
“How do good looks play any part
in being a good writer?” Sit down
and let me explain something to you.
You can write whatever you want,
so as long as you’re good-looking,
they’ll listen. You can write about
a teacher that only 10% of students
know about and how he’s an alien,
and trust me, the readers are listening
to every word that comes out.
You could say WHATEVER you
want, and as long as you got the
looks to back up the books, you’re as
solid as a paper mâché boat floating
along the Mississippi. But that can’t
be everything the tiny voice in your
head screams (mine is screaming
too, just different things), and well,
I guess looks aren’t everything.
Something that I do is let myself
be inspired. I take inspiration from
tons of stuff I’m into at the time. Like
more recently, I’ve been watching
“The Office” on Netflix and I’m
(unfortunately) finding myself slowly

becoming Dwight. My mannerisms
and things I find funny are usually that
of things I see Dwight do on that show.
Another thing to think about is
humor; it’s very subjective. What’s
funny to me might not be funny to
(most) other people. One time, I
saw something insanely funny that
inspired me for the rest of my life.
I forget the exact circumstance, but
some time in middle school, I saw
some kid show some other kids his
deck of Yu-Gi-Oh cards and they
seemed VERY uninterested. This
fascinated me and made me want to
make people feel that as well because
it was so funny. So now I’m on a quest
to become “that kid,” you know, like
for those of you that watched “Back
to the 80s,” a much less intelligent
version of Feargal McFerrin III.
So how does all this tie into
being a good writer? Well, I mean
that’s my sense of humor. The best
tip, in any scenario I can give, is
just to be yourself. Like hey dude,
if you think something is funny,
there’s like billions of other people
out there. Somebody is bound
to think your thing is funny too.
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I Stand with
Planned Parenthood

As of late, Speaker of the House
Paul Ryan has been opposing an
organization known as Planned
Parenthood. According to CNN,
this is one of the steps Ryan plans
on taking towards dismantling
Obamacare during the first part of
President Donald Trump’s term. On
January 23, President Trump signed
a bill that prevents the federal budget
and foreign countries from funding
organizations that offer abortion
services as well as information about it.
“We don’t want to commit taxpayer
funding for abortion, and Planned
Parenthood is the largest abortion
provider,” Ryan said in a CNN
interview prior to the bill being signed.
While Planned Parenthood is bestknown for the abortion procedure
that they offer, there have been prolife supporters who overlook all of
the other options offered. According
to Planned Parenthood’s website,
they include, but are not limited to,
birth control, sexually transmitted
disease (STD) treatment, and urinary
tract infection (UTI) treatment. As for
education, they provide information
covering a large spectrum of topics
like abortions, body image, sexual
health, contraception (including
emergency options), relationships,
and sexual orientation and gender.
Not all schools teach students
about topics like safe sex in their
curriculum because it is often seen
as “taboo.” Instead, they stress
abstinence over everything else.
Studies have shown that this method
only further misleads teens because
they are unaware of the possible
consequences of their actions.

ABBY SLANGA

According to the article, “AbstinenceOnly and Comprehensive Sex
Education and the Initiation of
Sexual Activity and Teen Pregnancy”
by Pamela K. Kohler that shows
results of a study, it was concluded
that, “Teaching about contraception
was not associated with increased
risk of adolescent sexual activity
or STD. Adolescents who received
comprehensive
sex
education
had a lower risk of pregnancy
than adolescents who received
abstinence-only or no sex education.”
Though I am pro-choice, I feel
that the concept of abortion is
saddening. However, it is not in my
right to choose an alternate fate for
someone other than myself because
abortion can be necessary for the
person who is considering it. What
if the pregnancy could threaten
their life (and the baby’s)? What
if the person experienced sexual

The Pubsters

ELISABETH CHILCOTE

Two years ago, freshman me (or
Elisabeth Chilcote for those who do
not know me) joined a journalism
class. Taking this journalism
class later led to some of the best
experiences of my high school
career. Now I know how cliche this
seems and I sound like an intro to
a cheesy high school movie; in all
seriousness though, my life did really
change and if it wasn't for persistent
people in my life I would have
never had the opportunities I did.
When I was a freshman, although
I was good at English, having the
least amount of work done to be
able to pass was my goal; I had no
desire to be a 4.0 student. I have and
always will be a lazy human being;
but that being said I have now learned
when to channel my inner laziness
when I need to kick my butt into
gear. English, for most of my school
life has been the subject I excelled
the most and actually enjoyed.
Journalism was a class that taught
me how to express my opinion and
write what I feel passionate about.
Also I learned how to turn my work
in on time… for the most part. I still

struggle with deadlines and have a
short attention span, but I could never
thank my Journalism teacher enough.
Taking that class later led to joining
Newspaper. I was skeptical of the
class at first like I usually am with
everything; it took a whole year of
Ms. Farver asking if I was going to be
in newspaper and my sister begging
me to join when I finally gave in.
To be honest, I was not excited at
all and I dreaded going into it. It was
the second semester of sophomore
year and everybody already knew
each other, so I felt almost like an
outcast. Of course I had my sister
there, but having anxiety made
it tough doing something new.
After joining the class, I did not
and still do not regret it. It’s full of
colorful, different and wonderful
people who come from all different
social groups that make the class
what it is. The Pub, as we call it, is
the back room where everything
is done. So many memories since
the day I joined have been made
back there. It is a class I have never
feared going to after that first day.
Immediately, I was assigned to
being a columnist; a group of staff
members are assigned different types

assault that resulted in an unwanted
pregnancy? What if the person isn’t
financially stable enough to account
for 18+ years of expenses required
in raising a child? Oftentimes, if a
person is considering abortion, it is
seen as a major life decision that is
taken very seriously; not a spur-ofthe-moment afterthought. The choice
to have or not have an abortion lies
only with the pregnant person. The
matter should only be discussed by
the person who is pregnant and others
that they trust (like family members
or a doctor). There shouldn’t be
laws that tell people what they can
and can’t do with their own body.
Another common argument is
to place children directly into
adoption/foster care instead of being
aborted. However, this can also
be a problem because the systems
are often crowded; not to mention
that three quarters of children in
foster care have experienced some
form of neglect according to Stir
Journal. This is, of course, a whole
different topic that needs to be
remedied immediately, but I digress.
To defund Planned Parenthood
is to defund an easy, affordable,
and safe way for people to get the
information and treatment that they
need. Everyone is certainly entitled
to their own opinion regarding their
stance on abortion, but this does not
mean that the government should
be able to mandate any actions
that a person may want to take.
I stand with Planned Parenthood
because I stand with the belief that
all people are entitled to what they
decide to do with their own bodies.
of roles in the newspaper. There are
editors (the head bosses who manage
and edit the paper), just behind the
editors, they are page editors (are in
charge of a specific page and make
sure it is good), reporters (who
write informational pieces like news
stories without giving an opinion),
photographer(s) (who are in charge
of taking pictures that are needed)
and columnists (which is what me
and my pal Drew are; we write our
opinions on the topic we choose).
People who know me know that I
am a shy person and the reason being
is because of my anxiety; that being
said, I am the opposite in newspaper.
I still struggle with ideas and writing
from the heart, but slowly this class
has helped me hack out of my shell.
In the Pub, I have never been more
comfortable in a classroom, maybe
a little too comfortable. Everybody
is family no matter how well or little
I know you. I learned how to open
up and not be so afraid of being
myself (even though I can be a little
crazy sometimes). I love being able
to come to a class that I know I will
not be judged in and participating in
something that I care about. A bonus
that came along with newspaper is I
have met some of the best friends I will
ever have in high school, and I’m so
thankful for them. I have made these
friends by a common interest and the
newspaper has brought us together.
Of course, our teacher Ms. Farver is
the glue that keeps us all together;
none of us would make it without her.
The Pub, A.K.A. Newspaper, is
an odd group of students who come
together to make something that we
can be proud of and we do it as a
family. Yes, there are ups and downs
like the stress of finishing an article
on time, but eventually we get it done.
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Getting to Know You

TILLY KAISER

From the hot, dry days in Coalinga,
California to the cold, wet days
in Albany, Oregon, adjusting to
a new life in a new place can be
challenging, but also adventurous.
Lili Kanthack, junior at South Albany
High School, moved here to Albany
during Christmas break because
her dad, who is still in California
packing, has recently retired
from a Chevron electrical plant.
Kanthack’s house is currently quiet
with the lack of people, but when
her parents and three siblings, Tyler
Kanthack, Emma Kanthack, and
Livia Kanthack are around, the room
is filled with laughter and teasing.
“I come from a really small town
and so it’s been kind of strange
adjusting to be able to go out and
just see so many cars, so many
people, and so many different kinds
of people. There are just a lot of
new experiences that I probably
wouldn’t have gotten before. Like, I

hadn’t seen snow in almost 10 years
until I moved here,” Kanthack said.
Summer is Kanthack’s favorite
season. Most of her summers have
been spent swimming and being a
lifeguard. She loves the hot weather
and described getting used to the
cooler temperatures here to be “hard.”
“I have hand warmers in
my backpack, if that says
anything,”
Kanthack
joked.
Kanthack is a girl of many interests
and talents. Last summer, she had
started learning to play the ukulele
and recently the piano. She has
also been in musicals in the past
and is planning on auditioning
for SAHS’ next upcoming play.
“I like musicals a lot. I was
in a drama club at my other
school,”
explained
Kanthack.
“Grease” was a favorite musical
of Kanthack; however, “Thoroughly
Modern Millie” has become her new
favorite after performing in it last
year. Music was once on Kanthack’s

schedule, but this year it is being
replaced with art. Mainly, Kanthack
likes to sketch facial profiles and
is working on drawing hands.
“Sci-fi nerd” is one way Kanthack
would describe herself. Her love
for superheros like the Flash and
the Green Arrow says it all. She
also has a love for science and
sees herself doing something
science-related in the future.
“Even as a little kid I’ve always
had a lot of fun with doing labs and
interacting with the environment
and learning things from the
environment,”
Kanthack
said.
Currently, marine biology is her
biggest interest, but she is also into
astrophysics. Kanthack explained
that space is just “really cool.”
High school in California was more
stressful for Kanthack and she overall
feels more relaxed here at SAHS.
“I really like this high school;
it feels like a normal high school,
more relaxed,” explained Kanthack.
Even though the move was
exciting and there are many new
adventures waiting, Kanthack has
never lived outside of California.
There will be many memories
and people that she will miss.
“I used to live next to this
massive oil field, with those oil
pumps that they would paint as
animals. So you could see zebras,
lions, and horses; it was actually
really cool,” Kanthack recalled.

Coffee:
Good or Bad?

Page 4

What is the
Best Coffee
in Albany?

When finals season rolls around for South Albany High School
students, many turn to local coffee options to help keep them going.
Here is the best coffee to get in Albany according to SAHS students:

“The Sentry” Twitter (@TheSAHSSentry) poll info (out of 45):

Starbucks: 33%
Dutch Bros.: 60%
Spirit Espresso: 7%
Brown Cow: 0%

The winner: Dutch Bros.
Online Facebook post and word-of-mouth:
Starbucks: 2
Dutch Bros.: 15
Human Bean: 13
Brown Cow: 2
Pacific Perk: 2
Spirit Espresso: 3
Black Rock: 2
Sidekicks: 1
The winner: Dutch Bros.

“Current research indicates that moderate coffee
consumption has a neutral or slightly beneficial impact on
health. However regularly drinking Starbucks or Dutch
Bros. “coffee” is certainly bad for you. It’s not the kind
of coffee that has positive health benefits—it’s a warm
milkshake.”

25

- Sean Saxton, South Albany High School teacher.

20



SEAN SAXTON

15

10

“For me personally, I believe coffee is bad for you because
I have a sensitivity to caffeine and cannot drink or eat
things with a lot of caffeine.”

5

Yes
(6)

No
(15)

Twenty-one South Albany High School teachers
were asked “is coffee good or bad?” Here are the
results!

TAMI DONALDSON

COLLEGE BOUND SENIOR
CHECKLIST:



Apply for FAFSA (Reminder: Everyone is eligable)

Apply for the Oregon Promise (Help is available in the career
center)
Visit colleges or universities that interest you
Apply for admission ASAP
If you are undecided about your future plans make an
appointment with your counselor
Pass your finals and keep up with your credits


- Tami Donaldson, South Albany High School teacher.

Common Birthday Months

  
 

Janurary, Feburary, or March: 25%
April, May, or June: 20%
July, August, or September: 32%
October, November, or December: 23%
Out of 56 votes

Based off of a Twitter poll on
@TheSAHSSentry’s Twitter Page

Lifestyle
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An Unfortunate
Review
COMMENTARY BY
RAMON HERNANDEZ

The way I would I describe Netflix's
adaptation of Lemony Snicket’s “A
Series of Unfortunate Events” show,
is as an inside joke only a few people
in a crowd would understand. To fully
understand and appreciate not only
the first eight episodes of the season
(two episodes for each book, four
books in total for the first season),
but all thirteen of Snicket’s books is
to actually read all thirteen books. If,
however, you are someone who does
not have ebullience (a word here
that means joy, or being cheerful)
towards reading thirteen books about
three children through their series
of unfortunate events, then you will
feel as if you are in one of those
weird dreams that makes no sense
whatsoever when you look back to
them, but in the moment, is something
you can not take your eyes off of.
If for the reason stated above, you
will not understand my choice of
writing for my review of Netflix’s
“A Series of Unfortunate Events.” If,
however, you are the kind of person
that would understand the treatise
(a word here that means a piece of
writing that will heavily focus on a
particular subject and examine it) I am
about to reveal, then I advise you and
any reader that took the misfortune of
coming across this school newspaper
and having the tragedy of reading
my review, to stop here and avoid
any further more reading. This
review will include spoilers; you
were warned once to stop reading.
I advise you to stop reading, turn
the page and enjoy another article,
perhaps one with a happy topic, as
this review will lack those qualities.
Look at it like this: the first six
episodes is like the first week of
school. It’s a syllabus week; a
lesson was given with a homework
assignment tied to it. However,
it’s okay so if you miss this lesson.
You learned this last year, and it
is a review to something you aced
(the 2004 version of “A Series of
Unfortunate Events,” directed by
Brad Silberling). The homework?
You know how to do that; you
aced that subject, remember? The
lesson was just an added-on luxury;
new classroom, new teacher, new
classmates, same subject (Netflix’s
version of the book-to-show series
versus Brad Silberling’s version
of the book to movie adaptation).
For me, it was like this: I read all
the books in fifth grade, and that
very year, gave Lemony Snicket

my second favorite author title
(behind J.K Rowling). I watched
the movie version, so the first
six episodes were the review, a
refresher. The real show started
for me on the fourth book to show,
“The Miserable Mill,” part I and II.
Going back to the inside joke
analogy, in my opinion, you will
either hate it or love it. You either
understand the jokes/Easter eggs or
not. There is no in between with these
books. And that’s why I love them.
The digital quality is what you will
get from any Netflix-funded project.
Sunny Baudelaire, the youngest
of the Baudelaire children, was so
uncomfortable to watch. Probably
3/10 of the baby’s performance
(played by Presley Smith) was a
genuine, living baby in action. The
rest was some poorly quality of
a CGI baby. Some of the sets are
no different. Don’t get me wrong,
all of the sets that were an indoor
set were phenomenal. The outside
sets though seemed more like a
Broadway show with the removal
background. Not my cup of tea.
The performance (and of course
the perfect storyline) is what truly
makes this series enjoyable. Neil
Patrick Harris’ character, Count
Olaf, was perfect. While I was
discouraged when I first saw him in
the trailers, the show presents his true
performance. The diversity plus the
familiar and new faces makes the cast
a great one. Despite at the beginning,
first seeing Klaus Baudelaire (played
by Louis Hynes) awkwardly seemed
the same age or a bit older as his
sister Violet Baudelaire (played
by Malina Weissman), who in
the books and series has Violet
as the older sibling of the three.
The references (only book readers
would understand) were to die for.
The mention of “very fancy door,”
which is a hint towards “V.F.D.”
becomes something that is mentioned
throughout the whole series,
though the acronym is unknown
until the very end as well as the
introduction of the Quagmire triplets.
While the second was renewed and
is a work-in-progress according to
thedailydot.com, the release date is
unknown; however, we know season
two will cover five more books, and
season three will cover the last four.
For the creative, clever, and amusing
series, I award it 4.5/5 pieces of gum
the Baudelaire children were paid
in for working at Lucky Smells. At
this point, I really hope they don’t
decide to not finish the series (again)
because I truly love this series of
unfortunate events. *Knock on wood*
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Kardashian Power

ROCÍO MIRANDA

A person without talent or vocation
in life is expected to live a typical
life just above the poverty line,
right? Well, this isn’t quite the case
for the Kardashian-Jenner family.
Criticized for having no purpose in
life by the media, but still earning
millions of dollars individually, the
Kardashian-Jenner family shuts
the shaming down with actions.
Although many claim the family
is “stupid rich,” they’ve built their
way up in the business and fashion
industry.
DASH,
Kardashian
Beauty, Good American Jeans,
Kylie Cosmetics, and Kimojies
along with collaborations with
SinfulColors, Pacsun, and their paid
subscription apps; including many
more companies and collaborations
demonstrate the effort and dedication

the empowering business KardashianJenner women have become.
After creating a thriving empire of
business, why do they still receive
hate? For example, Kim being judged
for her parenting skills and her social
media post, or Kylie attacked for
getting lip fillers injected, yet people
continue to buy her lip kits. Why are
they only seen as pretty faces, when
in reality they are so much more?
Why do we attack them for altering
the parts of their bodies they simply
dislike or are not comfortable with?
I think, as a society we judge
them so harshly, because we can’t
live the life that they are living.
As ordinary people, we cannot
live extraordinary lives, we cannot
walk on the red carpet regularly, we
cannot be a Kardashian or Jenner.
Do the Kardashians and Jenners
have talents? I have to believe they
have a talent, or else why would three

million people watch their show?
Why would young women aspire
to become like them? I presume
it is because of their charisma.
The E! reality show “Keeping
Up With The Kardashians” is more
than a show; it allows the viewers
to get a glimpse of the struggles and
problems that is brought with the
media, business, and family. Sure,
they don’t have everyday problems
that me or you face everyday like
not being able to find enough bars
of Calcatta gold and therefore
having to ask your mom to find them
for one million dollars in return.
These outstanding women inspire
others to build the life they seek, to
put themselves out there and forget
or even fix their flaws. This is why
generations of young people desire to
one day be as extravagant, influential,
confident and strong as Kris,
Kourtney, Kim, Kylie, and Kendall.

Spirit Points Update

Seniors: 3,825
Juniors: 4,050
Sophomores: 2,425
(As of January)
Freshmen: 1,600

Mars Rover

SAVANNAH PALMER

The year 1969 was a significant year
in history as an American man was
challenged to be the first of mankind
to set foot onto the moon on the first
man-driven flight of the Saturn V
rocket. At 10:56 p.m., Neil Armstrong
set foot on a totally new world.
“That’s one small step for
a man, one giant leap for
mankind,”
stated
Armstrong.
Since then, another “giant leap for
mankind” is landing a rover on Mars.
NASA’s Mars rover, Curiosity, was
launched into space on November
26, 2017. Curiosity is seven feet tall
and ten feet long. This ginormous
rover
weighs
1,982
pounds.
Curiosity’s mission is, “to search
areas of Mars for past or present
conditions favorable for life, and
conditions capable of preserving a
record of life,” according to nasa.gov.
Popular Science stated that,
“Curiosity is built to carry 165
pounds of scientific instruments
over boulders and into gullies.

But putting Hummer-size robots
on other planets is not altogether
practical. For one, it’s expensive.
(Getting a Curiosity-weight rover
to Mars takes more than a million
pounds of fuel.) Large rovers are also
power-hungry and limited in range.”
It is no secret that this colossal
instrument takes up a large amount of
space. The SUV sized robot is meant
to act and work just as well as a human.
“The body is a structure that
protects the rovers’ “vital organs.”
It has brains of computers to process
information. Temperature controls
help the robot’s’ internal heaters, and
a layer of insulation. Curiosity has a
“neck and a head” which consists of
cameras to give the rover a humanscale view. Its eyes are cameras
and instruments that give the rover
information about its environment.
Curiosity has a hand and an arm to
extend its reach and collect rock
samples for study. Mobility is its
wheels and legs. Curiosity gets its
energy by batteries and power. Its
way of communication consists
of antennas for speaking and

listening,” according to nasa.gov.
A world (Mars, specifically) with
a robot the equivalent to the size
of a grain of sand would seem
unimaginable. Scientists call it a
nanobot; they have been putting their
brains together to create a bot that is
one-one-billionth the size of Curiosity.
“The first nanobots to reach Mars
could arrive as a cloud of “smart
dust”—sand-grain-size robots that
travel like a sand storm, using the
Martian wind for propulsion. An
orbiting spacecraft would drop a
capsule of the dust motes onto the
planet. From there, they would take
advantage of Mars’ low gravity (38
percent of Earth’s) to ride the thin
Martian winds,” stated Popsci.com
According to the computer
simulations of John Barker (who
is a physicist at the University
of Glasgow), “one release of
30,000
robots
could
cover
thousands
of
square
miles.”
Popular Science states that, “Each
robot would contain a nanoprocessor,
an antenna for communicating with
neighboring motes, a sensor for
collecting data and an electrodecontrolled shape-shifting polymer
shell.” The future holds something
so little that can accomplish so much.

What Happened during Obama’s First Term in Office? #ThrowBack
Money for Education

Credit Card Reforms

Health Care Reform

2009

2009

A total of 4.35 billion dollars
given by the American
recovery and Reinvestment
Act to the “Race to the Top”
fund. The program is meant to
reward and encourage states
for education reform and
improving student sucess.



2010

Passed the Credit Card
Accountability,
Responsibility, and Disclosure
Act. The act prevents credit
card companies from raisng
card holder intrest rates without informing them prior to the
action and also limiting fees.

Covered 32 million uninsured
people by signing the
Affordable Care Act. Four
years in the future, the act
would take in effect. Leading
to issues in government
revenue.

While fighting against
predatory practices done by
for-profit colleges, the
Department of Education cut
student aid funding for
commerically focused schools
if 35% or over of former
students were not paying it off.

Ordered all United States
military troops to leave the
country, leading to an end
of the Iraq war that began in
2003.

Source: www.2.ed.gov

Source: www.alternet.org

Source: www.alternet.org

Source: www.alternet.org

Source: www.alternet.org







Gainful Employment
Regulations
2011





Ended the war in
Iraq
2011



